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Don’t puzzle what you see... 
puzzle the future!

winter 2019

The
Puzzlers Arms!
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Dear Puzzlers,
A warm welcome to Winter Pieces! 
We normally let our products speak for themselves, but lately we have received lots of fantastic feedback and 
suggestions. This has inspired us to think about our communication style with you; our valued puzzlers. As such, 
we want to share ideas and insights, tips & tricks and give you positive puzzling moments from Holdson. 

Puzzling has evolved over the last 80 years and nowadays there is a puzzle for everyone to enjoy as individuals or 
with friends and families. Puzzling is not age defined – you can be 4 to 94 years old and still enjoy the thrill of 
placing that final piece of the puzzle! Puzzles captivate us, but at the same time they taunt us with a new challenge. 
In today’s modern and busy world, we all know the importance of wellbeing and trying to relax!  We all strive to be 
fit & active, eat well, stress less but what about our mental wellbeing? 

The good news is that puzzling engages the brain. In fact, doing jigsaw puzzles helps the brain produce dopamine. 
Why is this important… because dopamine assists in our ability to concentrate, be optimistic, have confidence, 
improved memory and motor skills. Who knew all that goodness was wrapped up in a box of puzzle pieces?  

Our team would like to share more puzzle insights, so we invite you to follow us on Facebook for more updates, 
new releases and competitions.

But for right now, grab a cuppa, sit back and relax with your Winter Pieces. We do hope you enjoy  
discovering what your next Holdson Puzzle may be from our latest new releases.

The Holdson Team

The Puzzle & Roll is the ideal puzzle accessory 
for piecing together, storing and transporting your 
jigsaw puzzles up to 1500 pieces (90x60cm). 
Start building the jigsaw on the specially designed 
puzzling felt mat. When you are ready to store the 
jigsaw puzzle away, you assemble the cardboard 
cylinders and roll the felt mat around the cylinder 
and fasten this with the straps provided.

PUZZLE & ROLL

(Jigsaw puzzle NOT included)

PUZZLE MATESMAKE YOUR JIGSAWS MORE PORTABLE WITH A

PORTAPUZZLE

(Jigsaw puzzle NOT included)

The Porta Puzzle Board has a suede-like interior 
which provides a non-slip board which can be 
worked on anywhere! It provides a rigid work 
surface and solves the problem of moving and 
storing complete or incomplete jigsaw puzzles 
just by closing it like a book. The Porta Puzzle 
Board fits Holdson 500pc and 1000pc puzzles.  
Dimensions approx: 760 x 530mm. 
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Don’t puzzle 
what you see...

puzzle what will 
happen next!

A Typical 
British BBQ!

29

Don’t puzzle 
what you see…

use your 
imagination!

Catching 
Wedding Fever!

15
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Wine Shelves The Garden Shelf

Fantastic Voyage

A Stitch in Time

Aimee Stewart gladly adopts the title ‘Renaissance Woman’, and for good 
reason. As a self taught artist, photographer and writer who has music in her 
soul and daydreams in her blood, she lives life as one giant creative endeavor.
In 1999, Aimee started dabbling in website design. By 2005, she had made 
the leap from simple graphics to experimental photo-manipulation. Since then, 
Aimee has excelled in erasing the lines between ‘digital’ art and ‘traditional’ art, 
until only the inspired creation remains.
From 2008 - 2012 Aimee was honored to be a part of Duirwaigh Gallery, working 
with Angi Sullins and Silas Toball on projects and collaborations. A large 
selection of her work, both old and new, were then made available as cards and 
puzzles through Tree Free Greeting Cards, Buffalo Games, and others!
In 2010, Aimee signed on with MGL Licensing UK, and extended her range of 
products across Europe. Her works have been published in numerous magazines 
throughout the world, allowing her to work with wonderfully diverse clientele.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Queen of the LeopardsIndian Harmony

Egyptian Princess

Birds of Paradise 

Jan Patrik Krasny was born on 8th May 1955. He graduated from the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Prague (1976-1982). Since his childhood he has been 
attracted by comics, which he has published after 1989 in several magazines 
and newspapers.
The core of his work are illustrations. He has created more than 400 cover-
pages of mainly sci-fi & fantasy books for various Czech publishers. Recently 
he has been devoted to computer graphics.
His work is exhibited in private collections and galleries within the Czech 
Republic and abroad. He’s a member of the Association of Science Fiction 
and Fantasy Artists (ASFA). He was nominated on the Czech Academy of 
Sci-fi, Fantasy and Horror Award in 1999-2004. He has won the European 
SF Society Award in category Best Artist in 2002 and Czech Academy SFFH 
Award for the best artist in Czech Republic in 2004, 2005 and 2006.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Van Gogh Studio Renoir at Work

In Gauguin’s Atelier 

Gustav Klimt Gallery 

Barbara Behr, German Designer who lives near Cologne, provides concepts for 
paper products of all kinds, illustrations of books, but also designs for textiles, 
ceramics, decorations and digital applications.
After an education in drama and arts Barbara became a master craftsman in 
pottery with her own workshop where she developed her design skills from 
craftsmanship to arts. Since 1999 Barbara Behr is working as an illustrator 
of books, designer of wrapping paper and other paper products, textiles and 
decorative items. 
You can find Barbara Behr Design in many places today: Advent calendars, 
books, animated advent calendars for TV, wrapping paper, postcards, wall 
papers, serviettes for many occasions, the decoration for shop windows in 
renowned high street retailers and fantastic graphics for computer animations: 
Barbara Behr Designs have a strikingly high quality, nostalgic charm in a 
modern and often humoristic outfit. With many little elements and items the 
observer will detect new details every time.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

The Fishing Cabin The Cottage Lighthouse 

At the Fishing Hut

A Cottage at Sunset

Dominic Davison was born in London, 1972 and now lives in Buckinghamshire, 
UK where he gets his inspiration for his idyllic and romantic scenes. 
One of the finest landscape artists working today, his works display a Dutch 
romanticism using 21st century tools and methods. His influences are varied 
and include the 19th Century Dutch landscape master Barend Cornelis 
Koekkeoek as well as the English Romantic painter John Constable.
Though he uses a mouse instead of a paintbrush to create his images, it is his 
observant eye, his composition, and his use of colour and light, which makes 
his images stand head and shoulders above his peers working in the digital 
media. 
Prior to joining MGL he worked as a freelance artist, having his work published 
in magazines such as ‘3D Artist’, and ‘Advanced Photoshop’.  This work 
includes both tutorials and double page galleries.
His hobbies include the cinema, videogames, art galleries, and making music.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Summer FeteStop at the Train Station

Starry Night

A Picnic for Bears

Debbie Cook grew up in Yorkshire England and showed a talent for art and 
design from a very young age. She trained in graphic design at Harrogate and 
York colleges of art and subsequently developed her own style. Since going 
freelance in 2000 Debbie’s career to date has been a successful one with 
her designs used all around the world appearing on greeting cards, napkins, 
stationery, giftware, jigsaw puzzles, collectors’ plates and more. 
Debbie is a prolific and extremely versatile artist and works primarily in 
watercolour, coloured pencil and acrylics. She draws inspiration from the 
beautiful landscape and wildlife surrounding her 18th century cottage and 
studio in North Devon where she spends many happy hours walking in the 
lanes & woods with her dog Kani collecting reference material & photos. Her 
favourite subjects are cats, dogs, children, fairies and teddy bears.



ABOUT THE ARTIST

John Sloane wanted to be an artist from the time he was able to hold a pencil. 
At the age of four, he was filling every available scrap of paper with drawings. 
As he went through school, teachers were quick to recognize the boy’s ability 
and encourage him to develop his talents. While still a teenager, he decided on a 
career as an illustrator.
Instead of seeking formal art training, John entered college to pursue a liberal 
arts degree. In his spare time, he studied the works of great American artists and 
illustrators, developing his skills in painting and composition. Shortly after his 

graduation, he began to obtain free-lance commissions and has since developed 
a loyal clientele of publishers and collectors.
Today, John continues to paint at Hearts Haven, as he and Mary Anne have 
named their farmhouse. Long country walks with their English Setter are a 
favorite pastime. “I am always on the lookout for new subjects”, says John. 
“Familiar scenes can change dramatically with the movement of light and at 
different times of the year. There is always something new to be seen. I want to 
create an awareness of the little things that we often take for granted.”

Back in the Harness 

To the Fields
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XL 
Pieces

Actual Size

Easy Pick 
and Place
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Cross Stitch UnicornPolkadot Eva MosiacScratch Spiro Art

Cat

4 Magic Butterflies

Turtle

3 Face Masks

Rabbit

4 Magic Birds

Lion

4 Magic Dragons

Foil Art Dragon

Photo Frames

Canvas Pop Art Kits

Scratch Art Kits
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My Tissue Work Of Art

Unicorn Butterfly Flamingo Peacock

Bear Giraffe Raccoon Kitty

Sewing Kits

OwlLlama DeerFlamingoEuropean Princess Asian Princess Tribal Princess

Sewing  
Doll Kits

Magnetic Dress  
Me Up Fun
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Host Your Own Pub 
Quiz Trivia Game
Have you got a thirst for knowledge?

This take home version of the classic pub challenge allows 
you to host a series of epic head to head contests…. with 
all the fun and drama of a Quiz Night down the pub!  

2 teams. Age 14+ 

Tour of  
New Zealand
Retro Release. First Published in 1955.

We first introduced the educational Tour of 
New Zealand game in the 1950’s. Although 
the board and design are a little different in 
this retro release, it is just as much fun to 
play! Be the first player to complete a Tour of 
New Zealand, visiting many towns and cities 
along the way. 

2-4 Players. Age 6+

221B Baker Street
The Sherlock Holmes Master Detective 
Game!

221B Baker Street is the famous London address 
of the fictional detective, Sherlock Holmes. Each 
player assumes the role of Homes and matches 
wits with the other players to determine who 
possesses the most skillful powers of deduction!

2-6 players. Age 10+ years 

Keep warm this winter, gather your friends 
and family for a great games night in!
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Clippety clop your 
day away on 

these beautiful 
rocking horses!

Clydesdale 
Horse Western Style 

Horse

Dog

Lamb

Mouse

Rabbit

Each horse has a super soft 
padded body and soft fur.  

Take delight when you press 
the horses ear and they 

make a galloping (clippety 
clop) and neighing sounds!  
Solid base and hand grips. 

3+ years with adult 
supervision.

Press
 my paw

s 

and w
atch 

my 

ears 
flap.
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Fire Engine
Fire Truck

Fire Crane

Fire Ladder Unit Fire Water Cannon

Fire Station 



CRAFT & SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
FOR CREATIVE KIDS

4M

GREEN SCIENCE Green Science teach young engineers to use principles of physics to 
build their own gadgets, robots and cool contraptions that really work!

Designed for young 
21st century ladies, 

STEAM Powered Girls 
attract girls to scientific 
and technical learning 

through attractive 
colourful activities.

STEAM 
POWERED GIRLS

Intruder Alarm Robot

Miss Tin Can Robot

Aqua Robot Rover Robot Solar System

Motorised Origami Bird

Magic Circuit



COLLECT THEM ALLCOLLECT THEM ALL DRIFT RACE & STACKDRIFT RACE & STACK POWER OF MICROPOWER OF MICRO✭ ✭

2020++CARS TO COLLECT
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